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60-ton steam hammer, has been reduced at one heat to less than 14 inches 
square. This means two and a-half times as long taken in working, without 
reckoning the time taken up by the extra heating. · 

The following are some instances of the work done by f orging presses : 
-At Mcssrs. Vickers' Works in Sheffi.eld an ingot 4 feet 3 inches in diameter 
has been drawn down to 14 inches in diameter at one heat, the size of the 
press being 4,000 tons. According to The Engineer,* Messrs. Firth's 3,000-
ton press has reduced a 30-ton ingot from 49 inches to 28 inches in diameter 
in hálf an hour, and the same press is reported on another occasion to have 
reduce an ingot 51 inches in diameter to 26 inches in diameter in 65 minutes. 
It is within the author's own knowledge that an ingot 52 inches in diameter 
and 12 feet long has had one end drawn down under this press to 25 inches 
diameter by 21 feet long, at one heat, in less than an hour. A 50-ton armour 
plate has been reduced 2 inches in thickness at each squeeze, and has 

• been advanced 6 inches after each squeeze, under the 10,000-ton press at the 
Homest_ead Works.t 

Hollow Shafting.-The weakening effect, which a trifling notch has on 
a piece of metal, is clearly seen in the method which every smith employs 
for cutting a piece off the end of a bar of iron or steel : when nicked with a 
chisel the toughest bar can be easily broken by bending it over the edge of 
the anvil, because the extension of the fibres ca)lsed by the bending is con
centrated in one small spot, instead of being distributed over a larger area, 
as is the case when the bar has not been notched. Now, a shaft when in 
use is bent ba.ckwards and forwards through a trifling angle at each revolu
tion, and small though this bending may be, so small indeed as to be invisible, 
yet it may suffi.ce to develop any fl.aw originally existing in the centre of 
the ingot from which the shaft has been forged, until the crack may extend 
through nearly the whole section of the shaft without betraying its presence 
on the surface. In such cases the shaft,fails, to all appearance, quite suddenly. 
To render impossible the presence of such a fl.aw, which may serve as a sta.rting 
point for a crack, a hole is bored axially right through the centre of large 
steel shafts, the removal of doubtful material more than compensating for 
the loss of sorne portion of the section. 

Removing the centre, even if the core is perfectly sound, reduces the 
strength of the shaft very little, beca.use the portions removed are too near 
to the centre to add appreciably to the power of the shaft to resist twisting. 
The strength of a circular shaft is proportional to the cube of its día.meter, 
so that removing metal, by boring a hole as large as half the diameter of 
the shaft, only reduces its torsional strength 6¼ per cent., while the weight 
of the hollow shaft is 25 per cent. less than the solid one-a reduction in 
weight which, under many circumstances, would alone justify the boring. 
When the shaft is forged under the steam hammer, this hole is bored out 
of the solid by a drill or trepanning tool, after the shaft has been turned 
to nearly its finished size, leaving suffi.cient metal to be removed by the 
finishing cut to true up the outside, in case the removal of the centre portion 
should, by relieving interna! stresses, cause the shaft to spring out of the 
straight. When the hollow shaft is forged under a press the ingot is usually 
bored before reheating, and then threaded while hot on to a slightly tapeí:ed 
mandril cooled by water running through it, upon which it is pressed. This 
latter method is preferable, because the mandril serves as an interna! anvil, 
so that when forging a hollow shaft in this manner the squeeze has to be 

• June 22, 1894, p. 550. 
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-0onveyed tru.:ough less than one-third the thickness through which it has 
to be transm1tted when the shaft is forged solid, and the material is, there
fore, much better worked throughout. The taper of the mandril enables 
,t to be easily withdrawn from the hot forging by a small hydraulic jack. 
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OHAPTE R XLI. 

COMPRESSING STEEL WHILE FLUID. 

His~ory of the Introduction of the Process,-The first suggestion 
for 1~?reasmg the soundness of metals by compression while in a fluid 
<:ond1t1on, would se?m to have emanated from Mr. J a.mes Hollingrake, • 
whose patent describes the "casting of' metallic substances into varioua 
form~ and shapes, ':ith improved closeness and soundness of texture," by 
ponrmg the metal mto smtably shaped moulds and applying pressure by 
means of movable pistons or plngs. .According to Mr. Reynolds, t the 
procesa had been used regulal'ly at the works of the Broughton Oopper 
<::omp_any, Man.chester, for t~venty years before Sir Joseph Whitworth took 
out h1s p~tent m _1865, 1 w?ile_ Bessemer_ had obtained a patent in 1856 § for 
-compressmg the mgot while m a plashc state. Sir Joseph states in his 
patent that he knew fluid colll:pression had been proposed, but the moulds 
~mployed were too weak to w1thstand such pressures as he considered were 
necessary, and to him _the credit is due, not only for first applying the procesa 
to steel ?n a commerc!al scale, but also for having ,perfected the procesa and 
the apphances by wh1ch the operation is at present carried out. His fir-;t. 
endeav~ur wa~ to sha~e the st~el shell, in tended to be ti.red by his steel gui1s, 
by pourmg fluid steel mto an iron mould of the requisite forro, and to produce 

* Patent No. 4,37i, 1819. t Min. Proc. lnst._O.E., vol, xcviii., p. 169. 
:t Patent No. 3,018, 1865. § Patent No. 1,392, 1856. 
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the central hollow intended to contain the bursting charge, by forcing 
into the centre of the molten masa, to the depth required, a mandril covered 
with a non-conducting composition. The press employed hada compressive 
power of 250 tons. The procese was not successful, and the experiment 
was then tried of casting larger masses into the form of ingots which could be 
compressed while fluid, and be afterwards reheated and forged into shape. 
A press having a power of 2,000 tons was installed for this purpose, and 
the resulta were such as to encourage Whitworth to put down a second 
press of 8,000 tons capacity, which still remains one of the most powerful 
in existence. · 

Theory of Fluid Compression.-Fluida p_o_ssess the power of absorb
ing gases and retaining them in solution, the amount so held depending 
upon the temperature and pressure of the fluid. Molten steel is no 
exception to the rule, and takes up some of the gases with which it is in 
contact, or generates others during the process of manufacture. What the 
chemical reactions involved and the gases produced are has been ex
plained in a previous section of this work. The occluded gas is given 
off in the forro of bubbles as the metal cools and solidifies, and such as 
forro when the metal is in a plastic condition, being unable to rise·to the 
surface, are entangled in the ingot, and appear as blowholes, which con• 
siderably detract from the strength of the material. The same phenomenon 
may be observed when ice is made in a freezing machina. The air and 
other gases which the water holds in solution are released as the liquid 
sets, forming bubbles which are so numerous that the blowho'1es in a block· 
of artificial ice give it an opaque, milky appearance, if the bubbles of 
gas are not made to rise to the surface by continually a.gitating the fluid 
during the freezitig procesa. 

The volume of gas which II fluid will hold in solution increa.ses as the 
pressure rises; an instance familiar to every one is common soda-water, 
which holds in solution severa] times its own bulk of Carbon Dioxide 
gas, which the water has absorbed when the gas was compressed in contact 
with it. All such waters, when in the bottle, are quite clear and free from 
bubbles, but on, releasing the pressure the occluded gas escapes with such 
rapidity as to throw the water into a violent state of ebullition. Fluid 
compression may be supposed to take advantage of this property of fluida 
which enables them to retain more gas in solution as the pressure is 
increa.sed, so that steel which, if subject to atmospheric pressure only, 
would be saturated with gas, which would escape as the metal sets, may, 
by subjecting it to excessive pressure, be made artificially to reta.in the gas 
in solution, until the fluid has changed to the solid state; if any bubble8 
are formed they will be compressed into the smallest possible compasa by 
the intense pressure to which the material is subjected, so that they sha.U 
form as small a proportion as possible of the total volume of the ingot. 

The original, and still commonly accepted, theory of fluid compression 
was, tbat the gas was squeezed by the intense pressure from between thé 
molecules of fluid steel, as water may be squeezed out of a 11ponge; a theory 
whicb, as will be seen a little later, was stoutly contested by Mr. Vickers. 
Granting his views to be correct, it cannot be denied that such heavy 
pressures would at least serve to reduce enormously the size of any bubbles 
of gas which did form, a.nd would inevitably serve to force the contracting 
particles of steel into such continuous intimate contact, as to prevent tbe 
formation of cracks due to irregular cooling in a mass, which has practically 
no tensile strength, wbile in a semi-plastic condition. 

Whitworth's Process.-Many methods of fluid compression ha.ve been 
proposed, -~>Ut t~e oldest and best known is that introduced by Whitworth. 
The metal IS subJected to a pressure of not less than 2 tons on the square inch. 
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Sir Joseph himself considered 6 tons necessary ;* while Mr. Greenwood 
thinks pressures of 12 to 15 tons are "desirable."t Whitworth states in 
his patent that he contemplated pressures of 20 to~s per square inch. . 

The ordinary cast-iron ingot moulds would obv1ously be_ unable to w1th
stand safely such pressures even as 2 tons per square mch, and costly 
special moulds have, therefore, to be used for the purpose.. These moulds 
consist of forged steel hoops, rough turned and bored, m one or more 

o 
Fig. 545.-Hydraulic Press for Compreseing Steel while in the Flu:d Sta.te. 

thicknesses, lined inside with a lagging of cast-iron bars placed on _end side 
by side. the edges at the backs of the bars, next the outer rmgs, are 
chamfer~d off so as to form air passages from top to bottom of th~ mould, 
· to which open radial grooves formed on the llides of the bars, m ord~r 
: carry away the air and gas from the inner lining of the ~oul~ _; th1s 

[) * Evidence of Sir Joseph Whitworth, Ba.rt., in the matter of h1s pet1t1on for 
prolongation oí Letters Patent, 1879. ... 

108 t Min. Proc. Inst. O.E., 1889, vol. xcvm., p. • 
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consista of refractory material plastered on the inner fa.ces of the bars to a 
thickneBB of about ¾ inch. The bottom is closed with a metal plate covered 
with fireclay tiles, while the top of the mould is finished with a cast-iron 

Fig. 546.-Harmet's Press for Compressing Steels while Fluid. 

plate, into which will fit, with a clearance of }tr inch ali round, a cast-iron 
plug faced with firebrick, which is attached to the upper entablature of the 
press (fig. 545). The mould having been dried, washed inside with a coat of 

, 
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Plumbago, and warmed to remove any trace of moisture, is plated on a small 
truck in the casting-pit close to the press, and when full of melted steel is 
pushed oli rails into position in the press. Pressure is admitted to the 
hydraulic cylinder situated in the base of the presa, when the ram lifts the 
truck with the mould on it, so that the plug enters the mouth of the mould, 
and any pressure within the limits of the power of the press can be applied 
to the steel. A small quantity of fluid metal squirts up between the plug 
and the cover of the mould, but chills so rapidly that it sets immediately 
and forms a perfectly tight joint. 

When the pressure is put on, enormous. volumes of gas are driven from 
the openings in the mould with a loud roaring sound. These gases, which 
are accompanied by a fine metallic rain, take fire when they reach the 
atmosphere, and the ingot shortens, at first rapidly, hut later on more 
slowly, the entire shortening amount.ing to about I½ inches per foot. The 
total length of fluid-compressed ingota when cold is about 8 to 12 per cent. 
less than those cooled in the ordinary manner. The pressure is continued long 
after t.he metal has set, to prevent the formation of cracks. Att0Jl\pts have been 
made to produce fluid-compresserl ingota with a central hole formed by acore, 
but it has been found cheaper to cast the ingot so lid and to bore out the centre, 

Harmet's Process.-It will be seen that in the Whitworth procesa ju,t 
described the press compresses the ingot on its end, in the direction of its 
greatest dimension, but a method recently invented by M. Harmet, and 
called by him "compression by wire drawing," enables the ingot to be com
pressed laterally. An open topped mould is used (fig. 546), having a short 
parallel portion at the lower end. Into the parallel portion ñts a cast-iron 
plug which can be raised 
by a ram below it, so that 
the ingot can be forced 
upwards into the tapered 
portion, by which the sides 
of the ingot are forced in
wards, closing up any axial 
pipes. By taking advan
tage in this way pf the 
tapering shape of the ingot 
mould, a comparatively 
small pressing cylinder may 
be made to exert a very 
considerable lateral pres
sure. M. Harmet claims 
considera ble economy 
owing to the reduced 
amount which needs to be 
cut away from the top of 
the ingot before finding • 
sound metal. The procesa 
has been in operation at 
the St. Etienne Works for Fig. 547,-Robinson & Ro~ers' Method of Fluid-
some time, and is now compress1on. 
being adopted at the Park-
head Works in Glasgow, and at severa! other large works. 

Robinson and Rogers' Process.-The methods above described ha.ve 
been suitable only for large ingots, but that to be now described is applicable 
to ingots of muc:11. more modera.te dimensiona, such as are run from crucible 
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or other very high-class steels intended for the manufacture of cutting toois. 
Fig. 54 7 shows the presa used for the purpose. The pressure is applied 
horizontally instead of vertically, so that the ingots may be cast in position 
in the press, and the time taken in transferring to the press after filling the 
moulds is saved. The ingots can be run in groups from the bottom, so that 
one large or severa! small ingots c¡¡,n be cll.St and pressed simultaneously, and, 
as these are pressed in series, the press may be of very modera te size and power. 

The moulds are split, the vertical joints being filled with tongues as 
at B, which are lifted out when the surface of the ingot is just set, and pressure 
is then admitted to the pressing cylinders, F, which steadily squeezes the 
halves of the moulds towards each other, as at C, at such speed as will keep 
the surface of the fluid metal to its original level, and prevent the formation 
of pipes, the last drops, which are said to contain four times as much impurities 
as the body of the ingot being squirted out. The final pressure amounts to 
about 2 tons per square inch on the ingot, and is said, by Mr. Capron, to densify 
the metal suffi.ciently to perm.it milling cutters being made from the upper 
part of the ingot direct, which is found to be as good and sound as the resj¡. 

The process has been in operation at the Works of Messrs. J essop, in 
Sheffi.eld, and elsewhere, and is said to ha.ve given perfect satisfaction. 

Abortive Attempts at Fluid Compression.-Several other methods 
of compression have been proposed and attempted, but all except Whit
worth's, Harmet's, and Robinson's ha.ve been abandoned, some owing to 
mechanical diffi.culties, but most to the fact that the pressures employed 
were insuffi.cient to produce any beneficial effect whatever. 

Bessemer is said to hav{l tried gaseous pressure generated in the mould 
by means of combustion or vaporisation of liquida or solida, while Krupp is 
reported to have tried liquefied Carbon Dioxide. Even gunpowder has 
been proposed for the purpose. Bonneville's patent * was of this nature. 
The plan which had the most extended trial was that introduced by Captain 
J ones, of Pittsburg, which provided the tops of ordinary ingot moulds with 
movable covers, to which -were attached flexible hose through which steam 
was adm.itted at a pressure of from 80 to 250 lbs. per square inch. This 
process was worked for sorne time both in England and America, t but aban
doned as being of doubtful benefit. Indeed, it is not likely that the pressure 
-exerted by steam can be as great as that caused by the contraction of the ingot 
-itself, when the outer cooled shell closes in on the hot fluid interior of the ingot. 

It is now agreed with practica! unanimity, both by the supporters and 
-0pponents of the process, that fluid compression is of practically no value 
for small ingots of ordinary steel, nor in the case of large ones, unless the 
pressure employed is at least 2 tona per square inch. 

Value of Fluid Compression.-It must be conceded by every one 
that subjecting a fluid mass of steel to heavy pressure must compress the 
gas contained in the bubbles, and so reduce the size of the blowholes, thus 
reducing their extent if not their number ; nor would the reduction in size 
be trifling in amount, as a pressure of 6½ · tona per square inch is equivalent 
to about 1,000 atmospheres ; such a pressure would compress a bubble of 
gas into nlrí/J of its natural volume, thus reducing it to i'rr of the diameter 
it would otherwise have. Experienced steelmakers say that, when the top 
of the ingot has been removed, the blowholes which are found in large 
ingots cast from steel which is properly melted are so few in number and 
trifling in extent as to be practically negligible, and that the costly procesa 
-of fluid compression is therefore superfl.uous. The advocates of the procees, 
-0n the other hand, say that imperfections are suffi.ciently serious to render 

• Patent No. 3,300, 1865. t !ron aná Steel lnst. Journ., 1879, p. 476, 
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this the ~nly scientific a_nd certain method of producing la.rge masses of steel 
of the. h1ghest class, su1table for la.rge shafts or ordnance. Its application 
to o~dmary commer?ial rolled steel is in any case so slow and costly, ae 
adm1ttedly to be ent1rely out of the question. 

Mr. W. H. Greenwood, with the view of determining the va.lue of the 
procese, cut in half, longitudinally, two ingots made at the Russian Govern
ment W orks at .A.bouchoff. One of these had been cast in the ordinary 
way, and one had been compressed while fluid. He took tests from the 
surfaces . thus exposed in both ingots, using only the lower 6 of the un• 
press00: mgot, * of which would have been rejected in the orcEiary course, 
but _us1~g the whole of the pressed ingot. The test pieces were cut both 
long1t1;1dmally and transversely, and the resulta, which he sums up in the 
followmg tables, are given in great detail in the papel' he read before the 
Institution of Oivil Engineers in May, 1889* :-

TABLE -CXXL-TESTS OF FLUID-COMPRESSED AND UNPRESSED lNGOTS. 

AVBRAGES 01' TD LoNGITUDINAJ, TEST-PIECES FROM UNI'RESSED AND PBESSED 
!NGOTS, Nl!:ITHER FORGED NOR ANNEALED, 

Elastic L!mlt Breaking Contractlon In Elongatlon J: 
in Tona Tensile Stress Area at Point cent. in 4 ino ea 

per Sqnare Inch. in Tons of .Fracture. immediately 
per Square Inch before Fracture. 

Per cent. 
Unpressed ingot (35 tests), 11·11 29·18 4-41 8·76 
Pressed ,, ( 49 ,, ), 11·45 29·53 7'!)0 12·51 

AVBB.AGB RESULTS 01' THB TRANBVEBSE TEBT-PIEOES FROM UNl'RESSED AND 
PRESSED lNGOTS, 

Elastic Llmit Breaklng Stress Contraction In Percent~e of 
In Tons in Tons Area at Polnt Elongat1on 

per Square Inch. perSquarelnch. of Fracture. immediately 
befo re Fracture. 

Per cent. 
Unpressed ingot, . . 11·43 28·64 3·61 7·91 
Pressed ,, . . 12·38 30·07 7'57 12·74 

Unfortunately the ingots differed somewhat in size, and considerably in 
Oar_bon content, so that the resulte are not &s strictly comparable as is 
des1rable. The resul~ seems to show that the compressed ingot is the 
better of the two in the raw state, probably beca.use the metal has had 
s~u_ie work. put on it since it set, although nominally in a.n unforged con
d1t10!1; th1s would seem. to be borne out by the fact that the, specifio · 
gravity of the unpressed mgot was 7·8542, and that of the pressed ingot 
7·8791. There was a saving in waste, beca.use 30 to 50 per cent. had to be 
rejected from the top of the unpressed ingot, while practically the whole of 
the pressed ingot (except the inevitable waste in the heating forna.ce, and 
the al]owance which must be made for machining) was available to form 
forgings ; moreover, it was considerad that there was leas risk of cracking 
the ingot when heating it. 

* Min. Proc. lmt. O.E., vol. xcviii., p. 125. 
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Mr. Greonwood's paper was very fully discussed by many of the largest. 
steelmakers and users, opinions being very divided. Mr. Vickers was 
positive tha.t gas wa.s not driven out of the ingot, a.nd that the volumes of 
gas coming from the mould were merely those which always escape, when 
the carbooaceous and organic matters contained in the refractory lining of 
any mould are burned; he attributed the grea.ter rapidity with which they 
were given off, when the ingot wa.s pressed, to the foroing of the hot steel 
into more intima.te contact with the lining. 

Perhaps the most important contribution to the discussion was that 
roa.de by the late Oolonel Dyer, who was for some years associated with the 
firm of Whitworth &; Co., where the process originated. He said "that. 
the excellence (of the Whitworth steel) did not depend upon fl.uid-pressure. 
... He had had daily opportunities of testing both fluid-pressed steel and 
steel made without fluid pressure, and the results of many hundreds of 
tests showed that, provided the chemical composition was practically the 
same, there was not an atoro of difference between the forged fl.uid-pressed 
steel and the forged unpressed steel; the ductility, the strengtb, and every
thing else were as nearly as possible identical. . .. The fa.eta connected 
with that subject should be enough to do away with sorne of the unreason
able statements that had been made-statements whicb, he was sure, those 
who had most to do with fl.uid-pressed ingots would be the first to deny. 
What wa.s claimed for the fluid-pressed steel ingot by Whitworth & Oo. 
was, that by means of fluid pressure they could get a larger quantity of the 
ingot for useful purposes; but no one wouhi profess that he could alter the 
quality of the steel by pressure." 

Howe * gives a large_number of tests wbich lle has collected, which 
go to show that as good tests have been obta.ined from uncompressed 
as from compressed steel, a.nd the ma.tter would seem to resolve itself 
into a. question whether the saving in cost due to the ability to use 
a larger proportion of the ingot compensates for the heavy first cost of 
the pla.nt required. The Board of naval al,ld military officers appointed 
by the United States Government to enquire as to the advisability and 
cost of establishing gun factories in America, reported in 1884 that the cost 
of a pla:µt to compre3s gun ingots when fluid, exclusive of masonry, and 
apa.rt from furnaces for making, or a.ppliances for forging steel, would be 
$175,000, or, say, ~35,000. t The cost of the plant renders any idea of 
employing fluid compression for common steel, such as rails or bars are 
roa.de from, out of the question. It is believed that only three works, one 
in France, one in Russia, and one in America, all employed by their respec
tive governments to supply forgings for heavy guns, ha.ve so far supplied 
themselves with a Whitworth fluid-compression plant, while nearly all 
ruakers of Jarge steel forgings ( even those already provided with large 
steam hammers) ha.ve supphed themselves with hydraulic forging presses. 
It would seem, therefore, that the practica! steelmakers of the world do not 
consider that fluid coropression offers sufficient a.dvantages to justify its 
employment in the making of ingots for hea.vy forgings, for which purpose 
ru.one the system is adapted. 

When Whitworth bega.n his experiments on fluid compression, the 
use of alloys for preventing the formation of bubbles of gas in steel ingots 
was not understood. Manganese only was used, and for many years after 
even traces of Silicon were supposed to ha.ve most detrimental effects. It 
is now known that Silicon can be safely used in quantities up to 0·2 per 
cent. without ha.rm to the highest grades of steel, a.nd tha.t this amount will 

* The Metal.lurgy of Stul, pp. 159, 160. 
t Pror,,w;linga of the United Statea Naval, lmtitute, vol. :x., No. 4, 1894, p. 831. 
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suffice to eneure sound ingots if the steel h be 
the still more powerful effects due t th as ¡6n properly melted. Lately 
been available, and as cheruical k o o 1 de emp ?yment of Aluminium ha.ve 
one time, seemed open for fluid con w e ~e h~ mcreased, the field which, at 

Other Mechanical Contri;¡~ess1on, as largely closed. 
The exact reverse of the method ofc:s J0r • Redl~cing Blowholes.
of an exhausting pump to dra u compress1on-namely, the use 
fluid metal, which is then cast 7n :ut wha.tever gas may be present in tbe 
Church, of Birmino-ham who was vacuum-was proposed by Mr. William 
He further propo~ed to emplo ~~anted a patent for the process in 1825.* 
surface of the fluid metal, wil thee o~~me pump to f~rce _air on to the 
May process, a system of castin" in w~~ct of compressmg it. The Ellis
a fe~ years ago at one large st~el work º: w:. reported to be undet tria] 
Contment, but no information wo ld s m is country and one on the 
as to the resulta obtained with it O app~a~ to ha.ve been made puulic 
the metal with sorne prospect of ~u ases .;ng t perhaps be sucked out of 
metal was in a. thoroughly fluid cc~~t' l tbhey were removable while the 
that they are only set free at thcon l ion, ut there is rea.son to believe 
I e moment when J'd'fi t' 

n that case it is qnestionable if the bubbles f so i l ca 10n_commences. 
would n?t be larger or more numerous th . o gas entang)ed m the metal 
way, owmg to the increased volume wh·ªf ~~ metal cast m tbe ordinary 
atmospheric pressure was removed . ic l e gas would have when the 
decreases as thc pressure increases. f~ tst as th~ :olume _of_ the bubbles 
a. constant weight of water per h steam bo1le1, when it is evaporating 

S I ou~ 
evera attempts have been roa.de to 

~mpur~tie~, by centrifuga! action based OP. ~tmºl11 oc~luded g~es, ?r other 
m a h_qu1d, a given volume or'which w~i h: 2º ¡°wm_g ~ons1deration :-If 
or bod1es an equa.l volume of which wei h g bs., is immersed a body 
nceded to prevent the lighter bod' fl Í· s 1 lb., a force of l lb. woul<l be 
liquid, the force ~f gravity exerti:s aºfu:~eg ;plto the surface ofthe_ heavier 
?etween the spec1fic gravity of th/two bod' lt, eq_ual to the d1fference 
rncrease the force of gravity we ca . ies. ut if we can artificinlly 
the lig?ter body from the d~nser 1f4~~~rea; ,

th! P?wer tendi~g ~o separata 
revolvrng on a vertical axis the t· ·1 ) pda.cmg the fluid m a vessel 

t 
. h , par 1c es ten to fiy O t d f h 

cen re w1t a force proportional to th f u war s rom l e 
are made to travel thus immc 1 ~ squar~ o the speed with which they 
between two bodies' of varyino- snpesec1'yfi mcre~mg tbe tendency to separation 

A · . . o e graVIty. 
n mstance, fam1har to most people r' tb . 

of tw_o liquida of different specific \·º . e ~para~10u. by t~is means 
machmery. As it comes from theg::v~ ies,. is t e skimm1~g of milk by 
1 ·032, and consists of the cream w. ' nnlk. has a ~pec1fic gra vi ty of 
the "skimmed m1'lk" h . '61th a spec1fic gra.v1ty of l ·015 nnd 

• avm_g a spec1 c gravit f 1 034 ' 
left to stand quietly, the difference in the s ec? o . . . . If new l!1ilk is 
canses about 75 per cent. of the cream to r' p t fi\g1avity of_the const1tnents 
but if the milk is ponred into a se ara ise. o t e s~rface m twelve hours: 
neck about half the diameter of th~~o;h1ch cor~1sts of a bowl with a 
at 6~000 to 6,500 revolutions per minute tf: r:vo ymg, ?n ~ vertical axis, 
outs1de of the bowl and fiows ste d'l ' e heav1er milk is flung to the 

]' h ' a i y over t e upper edge. th 1· h 
cream mes t e hollow mass of revolvin milk d . . ' e ig ter 
off by a tube which points in d' t· g 'an is contmuously skimmed 
this means, in spite of the ver a sl~rt\ 10'_1 co_ntrar.~ to th~t of r_otation. By 
nearly the whole of the cream ~ g d1~e1ence m the1r spec1fic gravities 

. a thin st;ea~ into the centre 0;~::p:~f ~m :~ ~~: :.:te new milk is fed i~ 
Cons1dermg how great is the ditference in specific.gravi'ty b t • e ween "ªª 

ii. Patent No. 5,084, 1825. 
0 
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e.nd molten meta.Is, it wa.s natural to anticipa.te that they oould be profitably 
aeparated by such a. method. Eckhardt took out a patent for revolving 
moulds with this object in view in 1809,* and, according to M. Tresca, t 
tbe procesa was in operation in France on Bessemer steel before 1867, a.nd 
rails had been rolled from ingots so trea.ted. 

About twenty yea.rs a.go persistent a.ttempts were roa.de at a. steel works 
in South W ales to cast, in rotating moulds, circular hoops for use in the tire 
mill. It was uncertain ü any speed sufficed to drive out the gases, but the 
centrüuga.l forces genera.ted tore apart the contra.cting ring while in the 
pla.stic state, and the a.ttempt was abandoned. 

A similar procese wa.s tried a few years la.ter at sorne steel foundries 
in the North of Engla.nd for casting locomotive wheel centres, the slag 
and other imperfections being expected to flow into the feeding head pro
vided in the centre of the wheel. It is now abandonad, a.lthough some 
auccess seems to ha.ve attended tbe use of this process a.t Crewe.t 

A.shley's patent for producing shells a.nd tubes by pouring liquid steel 
into a revolving ingot mould, with which three steel works in the Midlands 
experimentad a few yea.rs la.ter, was not any more successful, though a 
French company has at last succeeded in producing tubular blanks by such 
mea.ns. A horizontal mould, with a bore 6 or 8 inches diameter by 1 
meter long, and with a removable ledge at ea.ch end, revolves in ball bear
ings at over 1000 revolutions per minute, and into this a known weight of 
molten steel is poured. A tube is thus formed, having walls i to l¼ inch 
thick, witb tbe surfaces inside a.nd out sufficiently smooth to permit of the 
blank being rolled or dra.wn down into finished weluless tubes, by one of 
the methods to be described in the nex:t chapter. 

Mr. Sebenius, of the Nykoppa. Works, Sweden, constructs bis moulds 
with trunnions which rest in bea.rings at the end of a.rms projecting 
borizontally from a central vertical shaft. When the moulds are filled 
the sha.ft is set revolving until a speed of 125 to 200 revolutions per minute 
is a.ttained, under the action of which the ingot moulds, with their contents, 
assume a. horizontal position. Several of these machines are in use in 
Sweden.§ This a.rra.ngement is precisely the sa.me as casting ingots 
vertically, but, with the force of gravity enormously increa.sed. The ingots 
are entirely free from the destructiva stresses which under the previous 
systems tend to tear one part of the ingot from another. 
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CHAPTER XLit. 

TUBE-MAKING. 

lntroductory.-The method . 
under t~ree ~eads :- s of makmg steel tu bes ma.y be cla.ssified 

I_. R1vettmg together rolled 1 
;~~~~r:blb::ly r the_ larg?r sizeI. :~J ~!t ª~!~g ¡h~s method, necessa.rily 
beyond th o engme~rmg constructiou is ranch of steel-making 

2 
e _scope of th1s work. ' 

• W orkmc, a ldl billet. º we ess tube out of a solid 

3. Taking a rolled st . 
it approximately into th n~ of metal, bending 
then welding the ed e orm of a tube, and 
methods to be descrif:~ rgether by one of the 

Weldl 
s.te

r. 
weldless sie~Stu!!best:-fhe manufacture of 

!;:;1~:rtf;i~ci~:
0~t~f~eJ i~~:sw~~ ~b~!!¡ 

6 to 8 inches in dia ' usua y wedish, from 
inches long accordin~eter, and _about 18 to 24 
quired, is pl!ced in ahº ~o 

th
e si~e _óf tube re

~aving a self-centringº~~:::~l ?ri111!1g machina 
filled with soap-suds h yhmg m a trough 
in dio.meter i d ·11 ' w_ en a ole ¾ to 1 inch 
of the billet. s r1 ed r1ght through the length 

Piercing.-The bill t . h 
placed verticall in a h e is .t en heated and 
having a cylind!r at th y:rauhc press (fig. 648), 
considerable pressure . ~ ºf h capa.ble of exerting 
bar is secured the 1 , m de end of the ram a. 

. , ower en of wh' h fi 
pm a.rranged to enter h 1 . 1c orms a 
loose cast-iron nose w~ : ? Ykthe centre of a. 
tongs on to the top of f he 

1
~¡ ed ~y a pa.ir of 

tbe press. on admitt' lletas it stands in 
the nose is driven ri;tiÍ ressu;: to the cylinder, 
expanding the central ~~n . rough the billet, 
pasees, with a lar O e m two or three 
8 inches in dia.meÍ:~ nose for each pass, to about ~:'.::jt:====~===:±:~!:l 

Rolling.-The billet 'th h Fi 648 thus expanded is t&ke ';;,1 t e_ central hole ~ill • -Press for Piercing 
vided with r~lls abo:t 1sª _rollmg ~ill pro- Tui: to form Weldless 
grooved in the same wa ~nches d1ameter, 
to the housings at the fa.e~ ~f ~ii°e ~~!f ~or rolling round bars. Attached 
:i:ae~¡°f ~andrils, one pointing towards :::ha stro~g ~oss-bar which carries 
ro /rcmg ra.m to take loose noses wh' h pass m t e rolls, arranged like 

uihmg, 1td self-hardeninc, steel ror' the li . r-ª made of cast iron for the 
e ro er, standing on the side of the m~l8 mg ~asses (6.g. ~49). 

oppos1te to that on which the 


